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MBTA focuses on operator error in
runaway Red Line ride

By Mark Arsenault and Eric Moskowitz

GLOBE STAFF  DECEMBER 10, 2015

The Red Line train out of Braintree Station had already

blown through three stops when the lights flickered out

and the wheels slowly rolled to a stop.

Yet not a word of explanation had come from the

conductor — for a very good reason.
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When

passengers

looking for

answers forced

open the door

to the

operator’s

cabin, nobody

was there.

“We were all kind of, like: ‘What happened? Where is

this guy?’ ” said Karrie Mohammed. By that time, she said, one passenger was in tears.

“We’re kind of — at this point — freaking out.”

Fears aboard runaway
Red Line train

 View Story
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Karrie Mohammed recounted her fears after the

Red Line train she was in ran operatorless for

several stops on Thursday.

 Red Line on regular schedule

Friday

 Trains once had two workers

aboard

 ‘We didn't know what was going on’

In another embarrassment for the MBTA, a six-car, 420-foot Red Line train departed Braintree

station Thursday morning with no one at the controls. The driver got out to deal with what he said

was a signal problem, and his ride took off without him, officials said.

Governor Charlie Baker said the train controls “had been manipulated, which was why the train

moved without a person controlling it.” What needs to be determined, Baker said, was whether the

incident was because of negligence or something else.

Pulling out of Braintree around 6:08 a.m., the runaway

train carrying about 50 people passed without stopping

through the Quincy Adams, Quincy Center, and Wollaston

stations on a 9-minute and more than 5-mile trip, before

MBTA officials managed to stop it past North Quincy

Station by cutting power to the third rail.

“We failed our passengers today,” Secretary of

Transportation Stephanie Pollack said in an afternoon

press conference that also failed to explain how, precisely,

the MBTA lost its train.

Pollack said an investigation is focused on operator error but declined to give details or to name the
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driver at the press conference, though the T identified him as a veteran with more than 25 years of

service. He suffered minor injuries when brushed by the train, T officials said. Another official with

knowledge of the incident said the driver’s name is David Vazquez. No passengers were hurt, the

MBTA said.

The runaway train caused significant commuter delays, which the T did not fully explain for several

hours.

At 6:22 a.m., the MBTA Twitter account reported Red Line delays “due to a power issue.” No

mention that officials had shut off the power to stop a runaway train with no operator. The T then

tweeted an update, attributing delays to a “disabled train.”

“We dispatched the best information that we had at the time,” a T spokesman said Thursday night.

Bradley H. Clarke, a transit historian and president of the Boston Street Railway Association, said

Red Line trains like the one that went rogue Thursday are operated in the cab by a device called a

Cineston controller, which combines the accelerator, brake, and a “dead man’s” safety feature all in

one lever.

“It’s called a dead-man’s controller, the idea being that if the operator dies at the wheel, he’ll relax

his grip on the control handle, and the handle will pop up and stop the train,” Clarke said.

Though newer Red Line cars have a different system, he said, Cineston controllers have been in

continuous use in transit systems for more than 70 years.

“They’re very reliable, very, very safe.”

Pollack declined to answer a question about whether the controller had been tampered with.

Many passengers waiting for the Red Line Thursday afternoon said they hadn’t heard about the

runaway train, but their eyes grew wide when a reporter explained what had happened.

“Who would do that?” wondered Ronald Rae, waiting for a train at North Quincy station. “That’s

pretty insane.”

Rider John Sweeney said the incident suggests something at the MBTA needs to be fixed, either at
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the highest levels or in the trenches.

“Something’s not working right, and I don’t quite know what it is,” Sweeney said.

Marjorie Donahue, waiting for a train at Wollaston Station, recalled the T’s service meltdown last

winter.

“They don’t have very good reputations, and they’re making it worse,” she said. “If they can’t even

handle this situation, then how are they going to handle a major blizzard?”

Officials explained Thursday that while the train was parked in Braintree, the driver reported a signal

problem and requested permission to put his train into “bypass mode,” which allows the train to

move even if it has not received the right signal. Trains occasionally operate in this mode, Pollack

said, saying that it is safe under the proper procedures.

To enter bypass mode, the driver had to leave the train to throw a toggle switch, said Jeff Gonneville,

the MBTA’s chief operating officer. That was when the train left without him. Gonneville said MBTA

procedures require operators to set two brakes before leaving the train. Pollack would not say

whether the brakes were set, saying that was a matter for the ongoing investigations.

How bypass mode is engaged

Train 01502 pulled out of Braintree station Thursday morning while its driver was outside after activating the "bypass mode," which allows it to continue without the
regular signal clearance. A look at how bypass mode is engaged:

1

2

3
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1

2

3

4

Driver must press down and rotate lever to go forward. Releasing the lever acts as the first brake.

A hand-brake, within the cab, is applied.

Driver exits cab through forward door.

Driver switches manual toggle on the front of the car.

4

The MBTA, the Transit Police, the Department of Public Utilities, and the Federal Transit

Administration are investigating, she said.

Stuart Spina, a member of the T Riders Union and a transportation researcher, said the bypass is a

common move requested by subway operators to avoid having to sit excessively at a station in the

event of a signal failure.

“It’s a pretty regular procedure, but this is the first time I’ve ever heard of a mishap like this

happening,” he said.

Spina said he was mystified how the train could have accelerated without the operator in the cab,

especially on a flat section of track.
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“You need a person to push the throttle to move it,” he said. “That’s really the freakiest part of the

whole thing, is how on earth could the train start moving?”

Moments after the train made its getaway, the driver reported the incident to an MBTA official at

Braintree station, who immediately notified the MBTA’s Operations Control Center.

“We knew within 60 seconds, give or take 10 seconds,” Gonneville told reporters Thursday.

While the train was in bypass mode, the system’s automatic collision avoidance features would not

have worked, he said. The T cleared other trains on the track, and then cut the power, he said.

Pollack said that trains in bypass mode are not supposed to be able to exceed 25 miles per hour, and

that the investigation will try to determine how fast the train was going.

Toward the rear of the train, Sarah Sweeney, commuting to her job as a dental assistant downtown,

had been scrolling through Facebook on her phone when the train stopped. With the lights out and

the cold creeping in, the regular riders around her thought it was just another day on the oft-

troubled line.

“We were actually joking about wishing we had coffee,” she said. “It just seemed like a normal Red

Line problem. Luckily, no one in my car panicked, because I’m a panicker.”

Once the train stopped near North Quincy, T personnel boarded it and brought it to JFK/UMass

Station, where passengers got off.

The T workers who entered Sweeney’s car were more upset than she was, she said. One “came

crashing through,” asking whether everyone was OK.

The train was taken out of service and brought to a Red Line maintenance facility in South Boston.

The head of the MBTA’s largest labor union said the runaway train could have been stopped sooner

if the MBTA had two workers aboard — as was the standard until a few years ago.

“If there was a second employee on the train, they would have . . . been equipped with the knowledge

and ability to bring this train to a safe stop,” said James O’Brien, president of the Boston Carmen’s

Union.
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How feds gained an inner look at Mass. drug
running
After an informant agreed to cooperate, the probe led from
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Waiting for the Red Line Thursday afternoon at Quincy Center, student Alex Feng, 16, put his head

in his hand when he learned what had happened on the line that morning.

“I’ve got to tell my friends about that, because it’s absolutely insane,” said Feng, who said he takes

the line every day to school.

Feng said he often sees trains zoom past with drivers but no passengers, but never the other way

around.

Andy Rosen, Nicole Dungca, Laura Krantz, Matt Rocheleau, and Steve Annear of the Globe staff and Globe

correspondent Alexandra Koktsidis contributed to this report. Mark Arsenault can be reached at

mark.arsenault@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @bostonglobemark
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November found dead
A Northeastern University student who went missing in

November has been found dead. MORE...

The cold reality of being homeless
There are more than 500 adults in the state who have chosen

to live outside during the winter. MORE...

JFK: 50 YEARS LATER

Robert F. Kennedy saw conspiracy in JFK’s
assassination
Robert F. Kennedy took on some of the Kennedy

Administration’s hardest tasks, ones that created dangerous

foes, and after the assassination, RFK wondered if one of them

had done it. MORE...

Green Line project could be priciest effort for
MBTA
The Green Line extension is on pace to be the most costly rail

expansion by mile in the transit agency’s recent history.

MORE...

Colorado prison ‘a high-tech version of hell’
The Supermax prison houses the worst of the worst. And

Dzhokhar Tsarnaev may soon call it home. MORE...
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Sanders draws 3,000 to Worcester rally
Presidential candidate Bernie Sanders talked at North High

School about closing the wage gap. MORE...

‘Our children can’t play in peace’
About 150 protesters traveled to TD Garden to protest last

month’s grand jury decision to not indict the police officer who

shot the 12-year-old Cleveland boy. MORE...

Arthur Puopolo, 87; barber’s shop was a step
back in time
Mr. Puopolo worked at the Court Square Styling Shop in

Boston for more than 40 years. MORE...

GLOBE  SPECIAL  REPORT

The life and times of Strider Wolf

Read More

Objections raised as courtrooms go digital
Court reporters could become the latest American workers

replaced by the inexorable advancement of technology. MORE...
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In NH, Clinton hits on opioid abuse as a top
concern
Hillary Clinton said she would work to make Narcan available

to all police departments, and would make treatment

programs accessible to more people. MORE...

Couple accused of passing counterfeit money in
Weymouth
The suspects allegedly used the fake bills at a McDonald’s, according to

police. MORE...

A dean faces a tall order: Making Harvard
more inclusive
“Following a tradition blindly or in an uncritical way is

actually antithetical to thinking,” Dean Rakesk Khurana said.

MORE...

DINING OUT

A hidden gem in Malden
Giovanni Longo brought to Malden the flavors of his native

Calabria when he opened Ristorante Serena 10 years

ago. MORE...
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